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ABSTRACT: A fabric cover for a heating pad having an ex 
posed surface of the cover comprising a fabric with a nap of 
loose closed loop nonmatting plush pile and a strap or exten 

‘ sion of the cover, attached at one end to the cover and a strip 
of Velcro hook material secured at the other end thereof on 
the side opposite the plush pile surface of the cover so that 
when the cover, enclosing the pad, and the extension are 
wrapped about a person, the Velcro hook will come in contact 
with the plush pile and secure itself thereto to hold the pad 
about the wearer and provide for in?nitely adjustable at 
tachmenl. 
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HEATING PAD COVER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1-. Field of the Invention. 
The invention relates to a fabric covering for therapeutic 

apparatus and more particularly to a fabric cover for a heating 
pad on the body of the wearer and providing in?nitely variable 
adjustment. ' 

Description of the Prior .Art 
Covers of the type generally disclosed herein are used to en~ 

close a heating pad of weilekn'own 

sen the wearer and. the pad. 
It is also well known to provide such covers with means such 

cover such‘as thisis disclosed in US. Pat. No. 1.975 .329. Use 
of straps such as these tended to be awkward in that tying. 
buckling, or snapping them required at least both hands of the 

chest or back. 
The present invention 

one surfacev 0f the cover and Strap comprises a suitable materi 
al having a loose, closed loop, nonmatting pile which is readily 
grasped by the Velcro hooks. A strip of Velcro hook material 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an isometric view of heating pad cover according 
to the present invention enclosing a heating pad of well-known shape; 
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FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional view taken along line II-II 

of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken along line Ill-Ill 
of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is an isometric view of another embodiment of the 
heating pad cover; and 

FIG. 5 is an isometric view of the cover of FIG. 4 in a ?at, 
folded position. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
The cover 10 is shown in FIG. I enclosing a heating pad of a 

well-known con?guration and generally comprises an en 
velope or container having a front and back face 11 and 12 

means such as a zipper or snaps 17 so that the pad is retained 
within the cover 10. It is evident that the opening can be 
placed anywhere in the cover and that for the purposes of this 
invention, it is not necessary that it be along the periphery but 
could also be an opening in either face. 
Extending from the periphery of the cover 10 and at one 

end thereof is an extension or strap 18 that can either be an in 

of such a material is available from Charles W. Fi?eld Jr. Co. 
Inc., Boston, Massachusetts, under the name of MAR-LON. 

In using the cover 10 containing a heating pad, the wearer 
can place it over the portion of the body to be heated and 
wrap the cover and extension so as to tightly encircle the body 
and press the Velcro strip against any exposed area of the 
plush surface of the cover so that the pad remains in place on 
the wearer. 

cover plus extension, while there is virtually no minimum cir 
cumference that can be encircled as any exposed plush sur 
face of either the cover or the extension provides a closed loop 
pile which cooperates with the Velcro hooks on the end of the 
strap to provide secure attachment. 
The cover 10 as shown in FIG. 2 is made reversible, i.e., 

either surface can be placed adjacent the wearer, by the provi 
sion of the plush pile surface 22 being provided on both faces 
11 and 12 of the cover and extension and the Velcro hook 
material 19 ' 

the free end of the extension in which 
although the cover would not be reversible it would still finitely adjustable. 

Referring to FIG. 4, another cover 24 is shown which en 
closes the more conventional rectangular heating pad and 
which can be used in the same manner described above. How 
ever, rather than obtaining the desired overall length to enable 
the cover to be retained about the torso of the wearer by one 
length extension, the cover 24 has two shorter extensions 26 

case, 
be in 
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and 28 with the Velcro hook material 19 attached to the free 
end of only one extension 28. Also, the cover 24 of FIG. 4 is 
shown as not having the closed loop nonmatting plush pile on 
the face 30 on which the Velcro hook material 19 is attached. 
The extensions 26 and 28 can be folded to a ?at unobtrusive 

position such as shown in FIG. 5, and held there by the Velcro 
hook material 19 on extension 28 engaging the back face of 
extension 34 which is made from the above-identi?ed closed 
loop plush fabric. It is to be understood that in this instance 
the back faces of the cover 24 and extensions 26; 28, (the 
faces opposite the view of FIG, 4) are made of such material 
whereas the front face can be made of any suitable material 
and not necessarily one that engagingly cooperates with the 
Velcro hook material. It is also apparent that the ability of ex 
tensions 26 and 28 to be held in a flat position on cover 24 is 
also provided for in the single extension 18 of cover 10 by 
folding the extension 18 so as to overlie the cover and pressing 
the Velcro hook material 19 into retaining engagement with 
the closed loop nap of the fabric. 
Thus, a versatile, low-cost cover is provided having integral 

attaching means so that the cover containing the pad can be 
securely held on the body, the attachment means being capa 
ble of securing the cover to the body throughout an in?nitely 
variable range of circumferences with the largest circum 
ference preferably capable of enclosing an adult torso. 
Further, the attaching means are able to be secured in a ?at 
generally unobtrusive position when not being employed to 
retain the cover and pad onthe body of the wearer. 

lclaim: . 

l. Envelope means for containing a heating pad and ?exible 
attachment means for supporting said envelope means on the 
body of a user, said envelope means and attachment means in 
tegrally connected along common ends and wherein: 

said attachment means comprises a single strap; 
at least one face of said strap and said envelope means in 

cludes a fabric characterized by a closed loop nap extend 
ing substantially along the full length of each; 

a strip of hook material secured to said strap at an end op 
posite said common end and on a face opposite said 
closed loop nap for releasable engagement with said 
closed loop nap when in a face to face relationship; 
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4 
whereby, 

said envelope means and said attachment means can tightly 
encircle appropriate portions of the body of the user for 
support thereon for variable adjustment up to substan 
tially any circumferential distance less than the total 
length of said envelope means and said strap. 

2. Envelope means for containing a heating pad and ?exible 
attachment means for supporting said envelope means on the 
body of a user, said envelope means and attachment means in 
tegrally connected along common ends and wherein: 

said attachment means comprises two straps, each of said 
straps extending from and connected to opposite ends of 
said envelope means; 

at least one face of said straps and said envelope means in 
cludes a fabric characterized by a closed loop nap extend 
ing substantially along the full length of each; 

a strip of hook material secured to one of said straps of said 
attachment means at an end opposite said common end 
and on a face opposite said closed loop nap for releasable 
engagement with said closed loop nap, whereby, 

said envelope means and said attachment means can tightly 
encircle appropriate portions of the body of the user for 
support thereon for variable adjustment up to substan 
tially any circumferential distance less than the total 
length of said envelope means and attachment means. 

3. The envelope means and attachment means of claim 2 
wherein said fabric characterized by a closed loop nap is 
secured along the length of both faces of said envelope means 
and said strap; and, 

said hook material is secured to each face 
whereby; 

either face of said envelope means and strap can be readily 
rilaced next to the body of the user. _ _ 

4. he envelope and attachment means of claim 3 whereln 
said fabric characterized by a closed loop nap is secured along 
the length of both faces of said envelope and attachment 
means; and, 

said hook material is secured to both faces of said at 
tachment means; whereby, 

either face of said envelope and attachment means can be 
readily placed next to the body of the user. 

ll‘ all it * it 

of said strap; 
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